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What do I like? I like being transported by story, historical romance, urban farming, women’s health, 

sociology, books about how or why, wit and wordplay, and twisty plots. 

______________________________________________________________ 

Memoirs: Memoirs, unlike biographies or autobiographies, generally focus on smaller stretches of a 

person’s life, might focus only on one aspect of a person's life, and often focus on the personal growth 

gained due to the life experiences. Usually more intimate. People like to read about other people’s 

lives to look for perspective on their own lives, intructions on how to live (or not to live!) Generally 

narrative in tone, people who like value story tend to be drawn to narratives.  Readers who like 

memoirs tend toward other nonfiction like essays or humor writing. In other words, don’t assume a 

memoir reader will like a biography!  

Top Five Classics or Go-Tos 

Angela’s Ashes by Frank McCourt – “Worse than the ordinary miserable childhood is the miserable 
Irish childhood, and worse yet is the miserable Irish Catholic childhood.” And yet… somehow 
through poverty, the filth, the starvation, and the lingering damp there is an inextinguishable flame 
in the heart of a young boy. Beautifully written, and testament to the power of story.  
The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls - Walls recounting of her poor, dysfunctional upbringing and her 
eventual escape has stood the test of time, always on the high-checkout list even 10 years after 
publication.  
Walk in the Woods by Bill Bryson – Before Wild, there was Bill Bryson and his frenemy Katz , taking on 
the Appalachian Trail. Hilariously written, insightful and irreverent by turns, Bryson returns after living 
abroad in England and wants to reconnect with America. A smart, fun read, coming to theaters soon.  
The Liars Club by Mary Karr: Sparked the memoir explosion back in 1995.  
The Color of Water: A Black Man’s Tribute to his White Mother 
Bonus Future Classics: Fun Home by Alison Bechdel and Can’t We Talk About Something More Pleasant 
by Roz Chast 
 

Top Five Trends: 

Overcoming the odds: From internal personal demons to real and dangerous foes, stories of people 
who overcome are big. Why Be Happy When you Can Be Normal by Jeanette Winterson, Wild by Cheryl 
Strayed, I am Malala: The Girl Who Stood up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban by Malala 
Yousafzai, Little Failure by Gary Shteyngart  
Social Justice: Attention to this issues since has been steadily increasing in the national spotlight. A look 
at new and classics, based on personal experience, some based on academic works, and many are both.  
Between the World and Me by Ta-nahisi Coates, Fire Shut Up in my Bones by Charles Blow, Hand to 
Mouth: Living Bootstrap in America by Linda Tirado (I’d call memoir a quasi-successor to Nicked and 
Dimed), A Nun on the Bus by Simone Campbell,  
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Funny Women Doling out Wisdom: Yes, Please by Amy Poehler, Bossypants by Tina Fey, Why Not Me 
and Is Everyone Hanging out Without Me  by Mindy Kahling, Not That Kind of Girl by Lena Dunham, How 
to Be a Woman by Caitlin Moran, (Bonus Paddle Your Own Canoe by Nick Offerman - the manliest 
feminist you’ll ever meet) 
Carking It.  Working Stiff: Two Years, 262 Bodies, and the Making of A Medical Examiner by Judy 
Melinek, Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by Caitlin Doughty, Good Mourning by Elizabeth Meyers , The 
Undertaker's Daughter by Katherine Mayfield,, The Undertaking: Life Studies from the Dismal Trade by 
Thomas Lynch, Curtains: Adventures of an Undertaker-in-Training by Tom Jokinen, Down Among the 
Dead Men by Michelle Williams 

Sciencey-memoiry- An astronaut's guide to life on earth: what going to space taught me about 
ingenuity, determination, and being prepared for anything by Chris Hadfield (memoir bordering on self-
help, wide appeal.)Being Mortal by Atul Gawande, On Immunity by Eula Biss (AMAZING!), The 
Unpersuadables: Adventures with the Enemy of Science by Will Stor. 

Top Five New(ish) Books: 

You’re Never Weird on the Internet (Almost) by Felicia Day: Internet darling talks about her isolated 
upbringing, how she survives and thrives in her nerdiness. An inspirational and charming love letter to 
geeks everywhere. 
 
Furiously Happy: A Funny Book or About Horrible Things by Jenny Lawson. Another Internet darling who 
the mega-popular blog The Bloggess, Lawson shares her struggles with depression and anxiety, all the 
while working on how to make her life not just normal, but amazing. As she says, “Maybe “crazy” isn’t so 
bad after all.”  
 
Not My Father’s Son: A Memoir by Alan Cumming. This one really struck a chord with readers and has 
remained high on the circulation list this year.  
 
The Art of Memoir by Mary Karr, author of The Liars Club, - a memoir about writing memoirs. So meta. 

Negroland by Margo Jefferson, tons of buzz about this one, another in a growing list of books about the 

modern black experience from a personal viewpoint.  

Top Five of Polli’s Favorites 

Four Seasons in Rome by Anthony Doerr – if you loved All the Light We Cannot See, this book will delight 

you.  Doerr has a keen eye and a simple yet gorgeous turn of phrase. Equal part meditations on writing, 

parenting, The Eternal City and life. Book geeks will love seeing glimpses of Doerr working on the novel 

what will eventually become ATLWCS. 

Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life by Anne Lamott – I love anything Anne Lamott does, 

really (Operating Instructions might have changed my life, too) but this book is just lovely and smart and 

like a hug on a bad day.  
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Smoke Gets In Your Eyes and Other Lessons from the Crematory by Caitlin Doughty – smart, funny and 

very well written account of young womans experience in a job most of us try not to think about . A slim 

volume that really packs a punch.  

A Year in Provence by Peter Mayle – if you can’t afford a vacation to France, Mayle delivers the next best 
thing. Only problem… I was starving the entire time I read and spent too much money on fancy food 
when I finally shut the book.  
How to Be A Woman - laugh out loud, “thank goodness someone else thinks these thoughts” and has 
the cleverness and conciseness to write about them! 
 
Food and Home: 

Check the IACP and the James Beard awards!  

How do I help fans of Food Writing? (Adapted From Getting Up to Speed in Food Writing by Neal 

Wyatt 

● Check the IACP and the James Beard awards; get to know the big food bloggers.   
 

● Listen for a few things in the readers’ advisory interview that will help you. Readers may 
reference history/culture/politics or they might talk about the fun and coziness of food books  

 
● For newbies, briefly describe some approaches to food writing and see which sparks interest. 

You can also ask what shows readers like on Food TV, The Cooking Channel, and BRAVO. They 
might be interested in the food science shows or  the chef star shows 

 
Helping with books about “home” is a little less straightforward, but this is where understanding 
appeal is key! There are narrative books out there, and information based books that have a narrative 
arc.  
 
Top Five Classics or Go-Tos: 
Blood, Bones and Butter: The Inadvertent Education of a Reluctant Chef by Gabrielle Hamilton – 
Gorgeous literature that you can’t put down, a perfect memoir and beautiful food writing all in one. 
Award winning and topping the best book of the year lists multiple publications.  

Kitchen Confidential: Adventures in the Culinary Underbelly by Anthony Bourdain – chef memoir that 
started the trend in chef tell-alls.  

Tender at the Bone: Growing Up at the Table by Ruth Reichl - Reichl explores her relationship to her 
mother and others through food, learning about cooking and learning about life as she grows up and 
finds herself. Solidly written, for memoir lovers who love food.  

The Not So Big House: A Blueprint for the Way we Really Live by Sarah Susanka  - an older book and still 
on point. Maybe a nice middle ground for people like me, who are intrigued by the Tiny House 
movement, but also can’t fathom putting a family of five in a 90 sq foot house.  
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In Defense of Food: An Eater's Manifesto by Michael Pollan - “Eat food. Mostly plants. Not too much.” 

One of the front runners of the whole foods movement, with an eye toward the politics of food and 

nutrition.  (See also, Animal, Vegetable, Miracle by Kingsolver.) 

 

Top Trends: 

Paleo/Gluten Free/Whole Foods/Vegan diets (still):  Thug Kitchen: Eat Like you Give a F*ck by Matt 

Holloway and Michelle Davis, Nom Nom Paleo by Michelle Tan, The Paleo Approach Cookbook by Sarah 

Ballantyne, Well Fed by Melissa Joulwan, The VB6 Cookbook : More than 350 recipes for healthy vegan 

meals all day and delicious flexitarian dinners at night  by Mark Bittman, Gluten-Free Girl American 

Classics Reinvented by Shauna James Ahern 

The History and Politics of Eating: Salt by Mark Kurlansky, The Omnivore's Dilemma by Michael Pollan, 

Animal, Vegetable, Miracle by Barbara Kingsolver, Food Matters by Mark Bittman,  Bringing It To the 

Table: On Farming and Food by Wendell Berry 

Food Memoirs: Food, A Love Story by Jim Gaffigan, (great to listen to, and fun for the whole family) ,Too 

many to name, but some that have wide appeal for a variety of reasons are The Year of Eating 

Dangerously: A Global Adventure in Search of Culinary Extremes by Tom Parker Bowles (travel and food 

memoir), Biting Through the Skin: An Indian Kitchen in America’s Heartland by Nina Mukerjee Furstenau 

(Pittsburg, KS!) 

Yes, you can cook at home: Dinner, A Love Story by Jenny Rosenstrach (part memoir, part parenting 

guide and part cookbook (check out her blog and book The Playbook for more ieas) , Good and Cheap: 

Eat Well on $4 a Day by Leanne Brown (SNAP program challenge), The Working Class Foodies’ Cookbook 

by Rebecca Lando, 

Downsizing: The Big Tiny by Dee Williams, No Impact Man by Colin Beavan (also a documentary),  The 

Life Changing Magic of Tidying Up by Marie Kondo (holy holds list, Batman!), Flanagan’s Smart Home by 

Barbara Flanagan (great for new college grads or people wanting to scale back), Stuff: Compulsive 

Hoarding and the Meaning of Things by Randy O. Frost (For the folks who love Hoarders, and the folks 

who want motivation to read Kondo’s book!) 

BONUS: The Opposite Approach -  A Perfectly Kept House Is the Sign of A Misspent Life :How to Live 

Creatively With Collections, Clutter, Work, Kids, Pets, Art, Etc.-- and Stop Worrying About Everything 

Being Perfectly in Its Place by Mary Randolph Carter 

Top Five New(ish) Books: 

My Kitchen Year by Ruth Reichl (memoir crossover) – Reichl is a perennial favorite and this book (with 

recipes!) looks to be another winner and will probably sell itself. 
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My Paris Kitchen by David Leibowitz. Food blogger Leibowitz writes and beautifully as he cooks.  

The Making of a Home by Judith Flanders. Just out and looks to be a fascinating read (along the lines of 

Home by Bill Bryson), billed as “A delicious yet nerdy treat”.  I’m sold!  

The Make Ahead Cook by America’s Test Kitchen - We are tired but we feel like we should cook at 

home… part of a trend of one pot/make ahead/do ahead books created by trusted food authorities.  

Driving Hungry: A Memoir by Layne Mosler - Popular food/travel blogger of Taxi Gourmet, Mosler hops 

in a cab in Buenos Aires, New York and Berlin and lets her stomach take the lead. Appeal for fans of Eat, 

Pray, Love.  

Top Five of Polli’s Favorites 

Julie and Julia: My Year of Cooking Dangerously by Julie Powell - come Julie’s cooking shenanigans, stay 

for the glory of Julia Child. (I did like the movie, and I <3 Meryl Streep as Julia.) 

Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food Life by Barbara Kingsolver: One of the front-runners books in 

the back to the land, locavore, homesteading trend. Kingsolver always delivers rich and compelling 

writing.  

At Home: A Short Story of the Private Life by Bill Bryson - Like everything else he writes, there is a keen 

attention to detail, a fine weaving together of his wandering threads into a fine tapestry. He has a sense 

for language and can take a look at seemly boring details of his personal home tour and link them to 

fascinating changes in history and culture.   (See also: If These Walls Could Talk by Lucy Worsley) 

The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook by Deb Perlman - Food blogger. If I know I want to make something that 
will be delicious and foolproof, I go here first! Beautifully photographed and I love the stories that go 
with her recipes.  (See also, The Barefoot Contessa, Ina Garten. Her books are all lovely, cozy reads and 
she emphasises food and friends equally. Fabulous, but not fussy.) 
 
The Life Changing Magic of Tidying Up by Marie Kondo-  What can I say? I feel under her spell!  

Resources to explore: 

ALA Notable Books for Adults: Nonfiction; www.ala.org/rus/awards/notablebooks/lists 

Pulitzer Prize or National Book Award - search for nonfiction titles 

Novelist, Goodreads, Amazon, etc 

A compilation site of booklists: http://librarybooklists.org/nonfiction/index.htm 

Sarah Statz Cord’s blog Citizen Reader: 

http://www.ala.org/rus/awards/notablebooks/lists
http://librarybooklists.org/nonfiction/index.htm
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http://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/truly-madly-deeply-getting-to-know-and-love-nonfiction-

scls.htmlhttp://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/nonfiction-genres-subject-interests-and-

styles.htmlhttp://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/the-second-stacks-life-stories.html 

The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Nonfiction by Neal Wyatt, ALA Editions, 2008 

Readers’ Advisory in the Public Library by Joyce Saricks, ALA Editions, 2005  

The Readers’ Advisory Handbook by Jessica Moyer and Kaite Mediatore Stover 

Food Lit: A Reader’s Guide to Epicurean Nonfiction (Real Stories) by Melissa Brackney Stoeger 

Kim Beets, Global Library Manager, Black & Veatch, beetskk@bv.com 

Business & Professional Development 

Top Five Classics (Books that should already be on your shelves!) 

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Personal Change by Stephen Covey (1989): 

This book was a publishing phenomenon in the early 1990’s that managed to take age old principals of 

ethics and morals and put them in a context that was relevant to the late 20
th

 century.  It is a useful, 

accessible book for those interested in self-improvement. 

Emotional Intelligence: Why it Can Matter More Than IQ by Daniel Goleman (2006): IQ only contributes 

to 20% of life success and the rest of your achievements come from emotional intelligence.  The five 

areas of emotional intelligence are: self-awareness, managing emotions, and self-motivation, empathy 

and handling relationships. The book is a landmark work in the field of emotional intelligence. 

First Break All the Rules: What the World’s Greatest Managers Do Differently by Marcus Buckingham 

and Curt Coffman (1999): The book is based on the results of two major studies which mean that the 

conclusions are based on in depth research and not theory.  This is a great book for anyone who is a 

manager or wants to be one. 

Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap and Others Don’t by Jim Collins (2001): Jim 

Collins was enjoying his first bestseller, Built to Last, when a critic said it was “useless” because it didn’t 

explain how firms become great. Collins built this 2001 book around that challenge. It’s still a star at 

leadership seminars and on various best-book lists and its principals are now part of business culture. 

How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie (1937): This is the book that gave birth to 

the self-help genre and has sold more than 15 million copies worldwide.  The book follows a thoughtful 

plan for getting what you want from other people by changing your behavior.  Some of the example he 

gives seem outdated, but over all a must read that deserves to be a part of any library collection. 

Top Five New Books (Books that you might want to consider putting on your shelves!): 

http://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/truly-madly-deeply-getting-to-know-and-love-nonfiction-scls.html
http://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/truly-madly-deeply-getting-to-know-and-love-nonfiction-scls.html
http://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/nonfiction-genres-subject-interests-and-styles.html
http://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/nonfiction-genres-subject-interests-and-styles.html
http://www.citizenreader.com/citizen/the-second-stacks-life-stories.html
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The 4 Lenses of Innovation: A Power Tool for Creative Thinking by Rowan Gibson (2015). A great read 

that is full of graphics, illustrations and photographs that show how one can change how they see 

ordinary things for the better.  A great read for visual learners and those wanting to boost their 

creativity and innovation. 

Creator’s Code: The Six Essential Skills of Extraordinary Entrepreneurs by Amy Wilkinson (2015): An 

exploration of six essentials skills used by some of today’s greatest entrepreneurs who are behind such 

companies as Airbnb, Chipotle and Ebay.  The in-depth interviews make this book stand out because of 

its highly appealing narrative. 

The Gratitude Diaries: How a Year Looking on the Bright Side Transformed My Life by Janice Kaplan 

(2015): On New Year’s Eve, journalist and former Parade editor in chief Janice Kaplan makes a promise 

to be grateful and look on the bright side of whatever happens. She realizes that how she feels over the 

next months will have less to do with the events that occur than her own attitude and perspective. How 

could doing something like this maybe change YOUR life? 

Refire! Don’t Retire: Making the Rest of Your Life the Best of Your Life by Ken Blanchard and Morton 

Shaevitz: The authors Ken Blanchard, successful author of The One Minute Manager series, and Morton 

Schevitz, who is a geriatric psychologist, unite to explore how older people can combine their talents 

and ideas to us the principles of “refiring” to infuse their senior years with zest.  This has great appeal 

for the many baby boomers who are contemplating these major life decisions. 

The Wisdom of Oz: Using Personal Accountability to Succeed in Everything You Do by Roger Connors 

and Tom Smith (2014): The Kansas girl in me could not resist adding this title to the list.  According the 

author, this children’s classic is an excellent metaphor describing one’s journey to greater personal 

accountability.  This is the follow up to the bestseller The Oz Principle and it will help anyone seeking to 

follow their own Yellow Brick Road.  Full of fun, campy Wizard of Oz comparisons that make it worth the 

read! 

Top Five Trends: 

Girl Power! Sheryl Sandberg and Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead started a revolution in 

women in business speaking out.  Other titles that will appeal: #Girlboss by Sophia Amoruso, Thrive by 

Arianna Huffington and The Confidence Code by Kathy Kay and Claire Shipman 

Work-Life Balance: Balanced is the new black! Leading the Life You Want by Stewart D. Friedman, The 

Sweet Spot by Christine Carter and Decide by Steve McClatchy 

Strategies for Sustainability: Can you make money and save the planet? The Upcycle: Beyond 

Sustainability--Designing for Abundance by William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Green to Gold 

series by Daniel Etsy and The Big Pivot: Radically Practical Strategies for a Hotter, Scarcer, and More 

Open World by Andrew Winston 
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Maker’s Movement: Make it yourself and make money. The Maker Movement Manifesto by Mark 

Hatch, Maker’s the New Industrial Revolution by Chris Anderson and Make, Sell, Repeat by Emily 

Worden. 

Millennials/Generation Y: Not Everyone Gets A Trophy: How to Manage the Millennials by Bruce Tulgan, 

Managing the Millennials: Discover the Core Competencies for Managing Today's Workforce  and the M 

Factor by Lynn Lancaster. 

Science & Technology 

Top Five Favorites (Books to ponder!) 

Annoying: The Science of What Bugs Us byJoe Palca and Flora Lichtman (2001): Not a new title 

but one that I recently discovered that I thought would be great in a library collection.  Why are 

you annoyed? Perhaps the person sitting next to you at the movies is snapping his gum, a driver 

on the expressway is hogging the passing lane or the lady in the supermarket line smells like a 

perfume factory. The list of pet peeves is endless. Science journalists Joe Palca and Flora 

Lichtman charmingly cover common annoyances and the degree to which science explains 

them. 

Linked: The New Science of Networks by Albert-László Barabási (2002): Networks all have a 

meaningful similarity. Whether the network at hand is a party, a cell's molecular reaction, or 

the puzzling old bridges of Königsberg, Prussia, you could describe each one by using a branch 

of mathematics called “graph theory,” invented by Leonhard Euler in 1736. His long-dormant 

concept bloomed in the 1990s with the advent of the Internet and continues to yield insights 

into many important problems. The tale of how he and other scientists discovered "the laws of 

networks" unfolds like a detective story. 

Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping by Paco Underhill (1999): In Why We Buy, Paco 

Underhill reveals key principles that he and his company, Envirosell, have learned about 

shopping. He discusses what different types of customers see, and how they respond. This is 

both a solid, carefully researched book and a joy to read. 

Fabric of the Cosmos: Space, Time, and the Texture of Reality by Brian Greene (2005): Pulitzer 

Prize-winning author Brian Greene explains physics with skill, clarity and wit. 

Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop Talking by Susan Cain (2013):  My 

favorite book from 2013 that made me understand myself and many others better.  She 

introduces us to successful introverts with great storytelling skill and she makes us realize the 

importance of these characteristics in all aspects of life. 
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Top Five New Books (Books that you do not want to miss!): 

Elon Musk: Tesla, SpaceX, and the Quest for a Fantastic Future (2015) by Ashlee Vance: 

Business writer Ashlee Vance’s biography of Elon Musk proves fascinating because Musk is 

fascinating. He discusses both how Musk’s career evolved – through his youth, Paypal, Zip2, 

Tesla and SpaceX – and how public perceptions of Musk’s actions have shifted over time. 

Fascinating read about a very fascinating man.  Readers who enjoyed the Steve Jobs biography 

will love this one as well. 

Nurture Effect: How the Science of Human Behavior Can Improve Our Lives & Our World 

(2015) by Anthony Biglan: Anthony Biglan, a social scientist, offers a focused synthesis of 40 

years of research to explain why and how people can improve themselves, their families and 

society by becoming more “nurturing.” 

Rare: The High-Stakes Race to Satisfy Our Need for the Scarcest Metals on Earth (2015) by 

Keith Veronese: The majority of high-tech products contain circuits and chips made of rare 

earth metals. Most people can’t name these rare metals, but modern technology depends upon 

them. Science writer Keith Veronese’s informative book about the uses of exotic metals – 

including their political, military, geological and economic impact – covers a fascinating aspect 

of the future of technology. The book can make what would seem a mundane topic, metals into 

a story that can read like a high stakes thriller. 

Data-ism: The Revolution Transforming Decision Making, Consumer Behavior and Almost 

Everything Else by Steve Lohr (2015): Is big data a big opportunity – or a big problem? Business 

writer Steve Lohr helps answer that question with a compelling collection of wide-ranging 

stories that demonstrate big data’s possibilities and complexities. 

Captivology: The Science of Capturing People’s Attention by Ben Parr (2015): Keeping up with 

today’s volume of incoming headlines, tweets, texts, posts, alerts and updates requires a brief, 

hoppy attention span and constant multitasking – breathlessly doing several things at once.  His 

presentation is packed with useful specifics and is a pleasure to read; All you have to do is pay 

attention! 

Trends 

Micro Histories: The history of anything that has to do with science boiled down to one word 

titles. Fizz: How Soda Shook up the World by Tristan Donovan, Salt: a World History by Mark 

Kurlansky and Proof: the Science of Booze by Adam Rogers. 
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Math is Back: renewed interest in the science behind math.  The Magic of Math: solving for x 

and figuring out for why by Arthur Benjamin, The Master Algorithm: How the Quest for the 

Ultimate Learning Machine Will Remake Our World by Pedro Domingos and Love and Math: The 

Heart of Hidden Reality by Edward Frenkel. 

The Next Apple: books about the rise and fall of great tech companies. Losing the Signal: The 

Untold Story Behind the Extraordinary Rise and Spectacular Fall of BlackBerry, The Everything 

Store: Jeff Bezos and the Age of Amazon and The Innovators: How a Group of Hackers, Geniuses, 

and Geeks Created the Digital Revolution 

Science Behind About Anything: Gulp by Mary Roach, The Power of Habit by Charles Duhigg 

and Newton's Football: The Science Behind America's Game 

Science and the Environment: This continues to be a popular subgenre. Water 4.0: The Past, 

Present, and Future of the World's Most Vital Resource by David Sedlak, Field Notes from a 

Catastrophe: Man, Nature, and Climate Change by Elizabeth Kolbert and The Attacking Ocean: 

The Past, Present, and Future of Rising Sea Levels by Brian Fagan. 

 

Amanda Hendrix 

History 

Arts and Entertainment/Pop Culture 

 

 


